The Boardroom: Starting January 24th

The Boardroom Program is designed to move your daughter’s ideas forwards. It is balanced between mentor-lead project support sessions and key content delivered by industry experts. Our live, online class meets every other week on Wednesday at 7pm (make-up TBD).

Mentoring sessions will begin with status updates from each student, covering the three questions:

- What was completed?
- What was not?
- What stands in the way?

The heart of the session will be working through those roadblocks. Each session will end with a takeaway and action planning for the next steps.

The sessions with industry experts will begin with an introduction by the expert, after which students will each pitch their project in a round-table format. The expert will then present their workshop, which will be a mix of lecture and exercises to start building the Bring Back assignment.

We will be working in an Agile development environment through the Boardroom; an iterative cycle that designs, builds, tests, and redesigns to keep moving projects forward. Ideas from Growth Hacking and Lean Startup design will be reinforced through topics such as:

- User Stories and Personas
- Prototyping and Validation
- Incorporating Feedback with Data-Driven Decision Making